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Synergies
Group
Overview

Our
Global
Footprint

Dubai - UAE (Head Quarters)
Synergies Tech, 101 – BB2,
Mazaya Business Avenue,
Jumeirah Lake Towers, Dubai, UAE.
T: +971 4 4486603 / 4275069
F: +971 4 4324256
E: info@synergies-group.com

Other Sale & Sourcing Locations
Dammam          SAUDI ARABIA
Muscat           OMAN
Valencia         SPAIN
London           UNITED KINGDOM
Mumbai           INDIA
New York         UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Miami            UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
We’re Connected Globally & Cater Efficiently

INDUSTRIES WE CATER TO:

- Petrochemicals
- Oil & Gas
- Metallurgy
- Environmental Chemicals
- Food & Beverage
- Printing Consumables
- Other

Our Business Divisions

- Engineering
- Chemical
- Offset Printing

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT www.synergies-group.com
Synergies Business Verticals

Making a difference

Synergies Group is the One Stop Solution for all the printing consumables for the Offset Printing world. With a strong printing background, backed with the support of the leading brands in the industry, we provide a complete package of end to end solutions to our customers. With offices located in the major cities across the globe, we provide a wide global reach. Our business model of having one channel partner per region has met with a lot of success in the Middle East, Africa and Asia. Our Mission is to be recognized in the printing world as a TRUSTWORTHY partner providing value addition. We at Synergies Group believe in doing the BASICS right. We strongly believe that our role is not over once the sale is made. With the backing of our strong technical support team, we are with the customer right from the inception of the order, to the set up of our products at the presses right till the end of the cycle. Our STRATEGY is based on providing end to end solution for the customer. We have a clearly defined 4 point strategy:

- Identify the correct requirement of the customer
- Provide competitive pricing keeping the market and competition in mind.
- Provide technical support while setting up the product as well as if there are any issues encountered
- Ensure continuous supply

Our Range Of Products

Digital Plates

Offset printing is a very niche industry with a very limited number of manufacturer of related products. Printing plates form the core of the offset industry. There are various kinds of plates like PS Plates, CTP Thermal Plates and CTP Violet Plates. The new addition in this segment is the Low Chem Plates;

- Violet CPT
- Thermal CPT
- Analog Plates

Features & Benefits

- Coating of high-sensitivity cuts laser energy required, offers fast developing speed and longer laser life.
- High resolution and long-run durability meet requirement of the most demanding commercial color printing business.
- Stable batch quality and longer storage time

Plate-setter & Developer

- Plate-setter compatibility: 830 mm laser CTP plate-setter
- Developer: ST - Thermal Developer. Adjustment required for using developers of other brands
- Recommended processing condition ST- Thermal Developer Developing temperature 23-25°C Developing time 25-40 sec Replenishment 80-100 ml/m²

Product Details:

- ST Thermo Plates – Thermal CTP
- Product Specifications
- Model ST-Thermo Plate
- Application Commercial Printing
- Thickness 0.15-0.30 mm
- Spectral sensitivity 830 nm
- Laser energy required 100mJ l cm²
- Resolution 1-99%@200 lpi, 2400 dpi
- Run length more than 75,000 impressions unbaked more than 150,000 impressions baked
- Color Blue
- Safelight not required - daylight handling

Reliability: On quality & stock, Cost effective, Offered at affordable prices. ST Thermo plates offered prices keeping your business in mind. Contact US for your business needs & we will provide you flexible solutions.

Quality: ST Thermo plates brings Quality & consistency, offers good reproduction of halftone dots from fine highlights to deep shadows, giving you the desired tonal gradation to achieved perfection in print jobs. Compactible with commercially available developer, keeps your processor clean-did not leave any residues particles in developer after processing.

Run-length: ST Thermo plates perform well in Pre-press & on Press where they give up to 75,000 impressions.
Print Consumables
Offset Printing Chemicals go hand in hand with the printing plates and form an integral part of the industry. There are various chemicals like pre-press chemistry, press room chemistry and post press chemistry. Developer and Replenisher are important chemicals in this segment.

(i) Prepress and post press Chemicals  (ii) Offset Printing Blankets  (iii) Inks

Plate-room Chemicals
- Processing chemicals for CtP Thermal Plates Developer & Replenisher-StarPlus U is ready to use Developer & Replenisher for ST-Thermo Plates.

Pressroom Chemical
- Fountain Solutions
- Fountain Solution Additives
- Press Washes
- Platecare chemicals
- Presscare chemicals

Printing Machinery
Synergies group is also supplier of vide range of printing machinery, Quality and commitment are our prime objective when offering products to our customers.
- TOPAZ and G&J – Quality processors to process your plates
- Creo, Heidelberg, Screen Make – Quality plate setter to improve your imaging technology.
- AMC (with and without parts warranty) – To take care of your pre-press house.
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Our Major Clientele

Daar Al Khaleej Newspaper  Bahrain
The POST                Zamibia
Daily Mail               South Africa
SAMPIAN Group           South Africa
TRANSCON Group          UAE
IOC Group                Kuwait
WIJEYA PRESS            Sri Lanka

We Are Ready To Assist You

HEADQUARTERS (Dubai)
Synergies Tech, Chemical Division,
101 - BB2, Mazaya Business Avenue,
Jumeirah Lake Towers Dubai, Uae.
T:+971 4 4486603/4275069
F:+971 4 4324256

INDIA OFFICE
Synergies Trading,
102 Saquib,
111 Turner Road Bandra (w),
Mumbai 400 050.
T:+91 22 26403240
F: +91 22 26450222

For Enquiries:
www.synergies-group.com or info@synergies-group.com